- 45 MCQs. Similar method as used in MCAT, you have to fill those circles on the response form. A lot easier.

- If you manage to correctly answer 25/45 MCQs, then there is a high chance (almost confirmed) of you passing the Physio Written.

- 9 SEQs each of 5 marks. SEQs can be divided into parts.

Cell - 1 SEQ
Nerve - 1 SEQ
Muscle - 1 SEQ
Blood - 2 SEQs
Respo - 1 SEQ
Heart - 1 SEQ
Circulation - 1 SEQ
Thermoregulation - 1 SEQ

○ VIVA Portion:
- Greatly depends on who takes your Viva and the examiners mood.

- Less likely if it is Sir Inam then he will start from easy questions. If you answer these easy ones you will pass at 50%. Once you get to 50% then he will start asking difficult ones and then it depends on you that how much can you score above 50%.

- Highly likely if it is Sir Naeem then it is his mood that will define your performance. He asks the easiest questions of all time. e.g.,

What is Blood?
What is Physiology?
What are the types of Anemia?
e etc.
- Comprises of UNOBSERVED and OBSERVED stations. On observed stations you are just required to perform and not write anything.

- Maám Zil e Huma and Maám Isma help a lot. Other do not help that much but don't threat much either. But be careful when Sir Farman or Sir Qambar are about.

- They pass you in OSPE anyway.

- Be extra discreet if you want to ask your fellows about a station. Don't make a noise. And well the best thing you can do is to write the answer two times. One time on the answer sheet and one time on the table for the other yet to come students on that station.

○ **VIVA portion:**

- External doesn't matter much.

- If your performance card is good then you will be asked difficult questions and will be given high marks. If your card is not good then you will be asked about Cell, Carbs, Proteins, and other easy topics and will be given average marks.

- Be ready to get "bistified" if all your tests fail or your attendance is short, or you were absent in a test. Doesn’t matter, but be prepared.

- HOD repeats her questions so keep on eye on the questions the earlier roll numbers tell you about.

- If you have lost your card, go to Maám Isma and make a new one for yourself but for heavens sake do not go for the viva without your performance card.

● **ANATOMY PORTION:**

○ **WRITTEN portion:**